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Here you find a summary of a Spring, 1993 paper from the journal, Review of Educational Research as requested by Jane Jackson. This summarizes a 49-page paper titled The Role of Anomalous Data in Knowledge Acquisition: A Theoretical Framework and Implications for Science Instruction by Clark Chinn and William Brewer. This seems to me an extremely important paper with many implications for and applications to modeling instruction. Parts consist of (1) Forms of Psychological Response to Anomalous Data, (2) Conditions That Lead to Different Responses to Anomalous Data, and (3) Implications For Science Instruction. I place my personal observations or comments in [ ].
Abstract
To understand knowledge acquisition in science classrooms, one must understand how students respond to evidence that lies outside of their normal experiences and beliefs: anomalous data. This paper presents a detailed analysis of ways in which scientists and science students respond to such data. The authors postulate that people respond to anomalous data with seven distinct forms of response, only one of which involves accepting evidence and changing theories. The other six responses involve discounting data in various ways in order to protect an earlier formed theory. The authors analyze factors that influence which of seven forms of response a scientist or student will choose. They give special attention to factors that make theory change more likely. Finally, they discuss implications of their framework for science instruction.
Introduction
How do people respond when they encounter scientific information that contradicts their current beliefs about the physical world? This issue has crucial importance for two reasons. First, encountering contradictory information commonly occurs when one learns science, so an encounter with contradictory information lies at the heart of knowledge construction in science. Second, students typically resist giving up their earlier-formed beliefs. Thus it seems clear that to improve science instruction we need to find better ways of convincing students to change their early theories in response to new, contradictory scientific ideas. [Dr. Hestenes and others, of course, have worked hard to design modeling instruction to accomplish this.] 
The Role of Anomalous Data
Virtually all new instructional approaches present students with evidence that contradicts their earlier-formed theories. Educators do this intending to cause students to feel dissatisfied with their current theories, which cannot account for anomalous data, and to adopt a target scientific theory instead. [This certainly holds true for modeling instruction.] Unfortunately, use of anomalous data does not serve as a panacea. People frequently react to evidence that contradicts their present beliefs by discounting data in some way, thus preserving their theories. [Haven’t we all seen this many times as modeling teachers?]
Core Questions
In order to use anomalous data effectively, educators need to know answers to three important questions: (1) What different responses might a student make to anomalous data? (2) What conditions lead to different responses to anomalous data? (3) What can educators do to make theory change more likely?
A search of the literature on the history of science, education, and psychology related to people's responses to anomalous data shows similarities of responses by scientists, non-scientist adults, and science students. Because of this, this paper supports the thesis that scientific reasoning processes of children have much similarity to those of scientists. The rest of this article contains three parts corresponding to the three questions above.
Forms of Psychological Response to Anomalous Data
[I have seen my modeling students exhibit all of these responses many times. Perhaps you have too.]
Ignoring anomalous data. The most extreme way to dispose of a piece of evidence that does not fit one's thinking involves simply ignoring it. In this way, one does not even bother to explain the data away. Their theory remains intact and totally unscathed.
Rejecting anomalous data. Rejecting evidence differs from ignoring it in that with rejection one can articulate an explanation for why they should reject the data. Scientists very commonly use rejection. People who reject data use a wide variety of reasons for rejection based often on:  methodological error, random variation, or fraud. Probably most evidence rejection occurs based methodological error.
Excluding anomalous data. Excluding anomalous data involves declaring data outside of the domain of one's theory. Especially in an age of specialization, one can treat evidence as “a concern of another discipline”. One can assert that one does not intend their theory to account for that evidence. 
Holding anomalous data in abeyance. A person can put off developing an explanation for anomalous data. They can place it in abeyance, promising to deal with it later. This leaves an individual's initial theory unchanged.
Reinterpreting anomalous data. One can accept inconvenient evidence yet preserve their prior theory by reinterpreting data. Reinterpreting differs from rejecting in that when a person reinterprets, they accept data as something that they should explain by their theory. Here, supporters of theory A and theory B can agree at some level about the data, but at a theoretical level, they give different interpretations of it. This does not require a change in one's existing theory. 
Peripherally changing the theory. Two types of propositions may exist within a theory: hard core propositions and protective belt propositions. One cannot alter a hard core proposition without scrapping the entire theory, but one can alter protective belt propositions while preserving key, central hypotheses. Thus, another response to contradictory evidence involves an individual making a relatively minor modification in their current theory. This person clearly accepts the data but will not give up theory A and accept theory B. 
Changing theory. The strongest effect that anomalous data can have on an individual involves impelling them to change to a new theory. This means changing one or more of a theorist's core beliefs. Here, an individual accepts new evidence and explains it by changing their core beliefs of theory A, or by accepting an alternate theory. 
Conditions that lead to different responses to anomalous data
Four key factors interact to determine how a person responds to anomalous data: (1) a person's prior knowledge, (2) a possible alternative theory, (3) the anomalous data, and (4) processing strategies that guide evaluation of contradictory evidence.
Characteristics of prior knowledge 
Four key characteristics of prior beliefs have special importance in influencing how a person responds to anomalous information: (a) entrenchment of the individual's current theory, (b) a person's beliefs about the essential nature of things that exist (their ontological beliefs), (c) their commitments to ideas about how we gain knowledge (their epistemological commitments), and (d) their background knowledge.
Entrenchment of prior theory. An entrenched theory contains one or more deeply entrenched beliefs: beliefs deeply embedded in a network of other beliefs. A deeply entrenched belief satisfies strong personal and social goals, or it has a great deal of evidentiary support and participates in a broad range of explanations in various domains. The more entrenched a belief, the harder it will prove to persuade a person to change that belief. One who holds a deeply entrenched belief probably will not change it. Confronted with contradictory evidence, a person will seek to ignore it, reject it, exclude it, hold it in abeyance, or reinterpret it. If hard pressed by anomalous data, they may make peripheral changes to their theory. Only if confronted with very convincing anomalous data will a person abandon their entrenched belief. Although a person may understand a theory quite well, as shown by their ability to accurately answer questions about it, they may still not believe the new theory [and therefore not apply it in future, generalized situations]. [This understanding/belief relationship may account for much of the difficulty we have in achieving FCI gains.]
Ontological beliefs. This class of theoretical beliefs has such deep entrenchment that it deserves special mention. These beliefs relate to the fundamental categories and properties of the world. [Often fundamental and critically important concepts that we try to help our students construct in physics and chemistry!] Because a person uses these beliefs to support ideas across many domains or subdomains and because these beliefs exist far from a person's day-to-day experience, they change only with great difficulty.
Epistemological commitments. Regarding science, epistemological commitments relate to what constitutes scientific knowledge and what counts as a good scientific theory. These beliefs, too, remain relatively immune to change because people use them to support ideas in many different subdomains. Many school-aged children possess epistemological beliefs about the scientific enterprise that will likely impede rational theory change. For example, many students appear to believe that scientific knowledge exists as a faithful copy of nature and that scientific inquiry works as a Baconian process of observing facts rather than a process of constructing theories to account for empirical observations. What epistemological beliefs might facilitate theory change in response to contradictory evidence, as opposed to theory-preserving responses to data? It certainly seems probable that helping students gain explicit knowledge of how theories relate to evidence would promote a more rational theory evaluation process. Students need to understand that science exists more as a process of correlating their beliefs with evidence in the world than as a body of static knowledge, and that no stigma attaches to changing a theory. Students need to understand that science often involves controversy with a continual process of debate about evolving alternative theories. [Modeling has great strength in helping students develop these critically important epistemological understandings and commitments.]
Background knowledge. A person's background knowledge serves as an extremely potent factor in determining how they respond to anomalous data. The authors argue that people will reject or reinterpret anomalous data if they can access relevant background knowledge that may assist in doing that. Ironically, then, a lack of background knowledge can facilitate theory change. If correct, this view suggests that theory change should occur relatively easily when people have little background knowledge that they can use to evaluate evidence. However, if a person has too little background knowledge, they will not consider the anomalous data anomalous. [I have had discussions with modeling teachers who have noticed these background knowledge issues.]
Characteristics of the new theory
Here, the authors discuss two characteristics of a new theory that influence an individual’s response to anomalous data: the availability of a plausible alternative theory, and the quality of the alternative theory. They also discuss the intelligibility of the alternative theory.
Availability of a plausible alternative theory. The history of science shows that scientists frequently choose to make theory-preserving responses to anomalous data when the data do not have an accompanying plausible physical mechanism. Events that presumably cannot happen, according to received wisdom, rarely gain respectability by a simple accumulation of evidence for their occurrence. They require a mechanism to explain how they can happen. Like scientists, children respond to data in theory-preserving ways when they have no plausible mechanism available to account for the contradictory evidence. In the absence of a plausible alternative theory, people may cling to a theory even though they know it has many inadequacies. A bad theory serves better than no theory at all.
Quality of the alternative theory. Kuhn argues that a good scientific theory has at least five characteristics. I good theory has accuracy in that it has consistency with known data in its domain, it explains a broad scope of data, it has consistency both internally and with respect to other accepted scientific theories, it has simplicity in bringing order to otherwise isolated phenomena, and it bears fruit, generating new research results. Quality refers to the combination of these characteristics. Accuracy, scope, and consistency play especially important roles in theory acceptance.
Intelligibility of the new theory. Rational, informed theory change requires that the student understand the new theory. Without a good understanding of the new theory, a student may not even have the ability to understand the significance of anomalous data that support the new theory. Even so, understanding may not serve as an indispensable prerequisite for belief change because many studies in social psychology show that people sometimes adopt beliefs in a manner that expends the least effort.
Characteristics of the anomalous data
The authors propose three characteristics of anomalous data that influence a person’s responses to such data: credibility, ambiguity, and the existence of multiple data to rule out prior theory-preserving responses.
Credibility. To avoid rejection, anomalous data must pass the credibility test because a person will reject evidence that they do not consider credible. Numerous ways exist to increase credibility of anomalous data. (1) Increase the credibility of the source of the evidence. A science educator’s credibility in the eyes of students may play an important role in influencing whether students believe what the teacher says. (2) Follow accepted methods of data collection and analysis. This will not guarantee acceptance, but failure to do so probably guarantees rejection. (3) Use replication of the evidence. Point to multiple, independent sources of the data. (4) Allow people to observe the experimental results directly. [Modeling has special strengths regarding this point.] (5) Make use of data that the individual already believes.
Ambiguity of the data. Even if contradictory evidence has complete credibility, it remains vulnerable to reinterpretation, and some data has a greater probability of reinterpretation that others. Unambiguous data increases the likelihood of theory change, while ambiguous data makes reinterpretation very easy. In the history of science, ambiguous anomalous data frequently gets reinterpreted within the current theory. Psychological evidence shows that ambiguous information allows a person to reinterpret the information to have consistency with their current framework. Psychological evidence also shows that unambiguous data promotes theory change. Ambiguous data encourages reinterpretations; unambiguous data precludes such reinterpretation.
Multiple data to rule out discrediting responses. A single piece of data cannot remain immune to all possible methodological criticisms and to all possible reinterpretations. Thus, in scientific practice, the usual way to rule out specific methodological criticisms and specific reinterpretations involves conducting multiple studies that address various methods and interpretations. This happens in two ways: anticipate in advance the objections and create studies to address them, or find out the objections after the fact and then conduct further studies to counter them. In science education, as in science itself, we have two ways to rebut students’ theory-preserving responses. First, we can anticipate in advance the grounds for rejection and reinterpretation and prepare lines of data in advance to undermine those objections. Second, we can use the after-the-fact approach to countering rejections and reinterpretations by performing further experiments.
Processing strategies
The strategies a person uses for processing contradictory evidence serve as a final set of factors that can affect their response to anomalous data. Clear evidence exists for one strategy: processing evidence deeply. 
Deep processing. Processing evidence deeply includes such mental processes as attending carefully to the contradictory information, attempting to understand the alternative theory, elaborating the relationships between the evidence and competing theories, and considering the fullest available range of evidence. Research in social psychology suggests that theory change more likely occurs when people process contradictory information deeply than when they do not. However, in practice, people frequently fail to process contradictory information deeply; in particular, they attend much more to evidence that supports their beliefs than evidence that contradicts them. [If person B has questions about the claims and evidence that person A presents, how can B deeply process that evidence if person A does not discuss the evidence, but instead emotionally changes the subject or launches into personal attacks or insults against person B? Unfortunately, this dynamic often happens when people ask probing questions about the evidence.]
How can we encourage people to process contradictory information deeply? One way involves choosing an issue that personally involves the reasoner. A second way to foster deep processing involves having reasoners justify their reasoning to other people. Students not motivated to process scientific evidence deeply will not likely change their theories, or if they do change them, the change will occur only superficially, not involving a deep understanding of the new theory and why the evidence supports it. It seems probable that personal involvement and students knowing that they will have to justify their judgments will arouse deep processing. [Modeling, of course, makes heavy use of both of these processes.]
Implications for Science Instruction
In this section, the authors ask: What implications exist within our analysis for science instruction? At first glance, it might seem that the teacher has the task of maximizing the likelihood of theory change and minimizing the likelihood of theory-preserving responses, but a teacher does not want to foster blind theory change. Instead, we want rational and reflective theory change. In the following sections, we discuss ways a teacher can foster reflective theory change. To do so, a teacher must access the same four clusters of factors discussed in the previous section: the students’ prior knowledge, the alternative theory, the anomalous data, and the students’ processing strategies. The following table outlines 11 general strategies the authors hypothesize will foster reflective theory change:
Influencing prior knowledge
	Reduce the entrenchment of the students’ prior theories

Help students construct appropriate ontological categories
Foster appropriate epistemological commitments
Help students construct needed background knowledge
Introducing the alternative theory
	Introduce a plausible alternative theory

Make sure that the alternative theory has high quality
Make sure that the student finds the alternative theory intelligible
Introducing anomalous data
	Make the anomalous data credible

Avoid ambiguous data
Use multiple lines of data when necessary
Influencing processing strategies
	Encourage deep processing

Influencing prior knowledge
Reducing the entrenchment of students' prior theories. In attempting to reduce the entrenchment of a prior theory, it proves important to identify those particular entrenched beliefs that serve as the source of the entrenchment of the theory as a whole. Without addressing these components, great difficulty will likely occur in producing fundamental theory change. [In modeling instruction, many people have done much good work identifying “misconceptions” or “early conceptions”. Books such as Page Keeley’s Uncovering Student Ideas in Science formative assessment probes give teachers powerful tools for learning about students’ prior conceptions.]
Helping students construct appropriate ontological categories. Theory change in some scientific domains requires a fundamental ontological shift in how the student interprets basic phenomena, as, for example, when a student must come to understand electrical current as an event or process rather than as a material substance. Probably the best way to lead students through these ontological shifts occurs through explicit instruction: Tell students that certain physics entities belong to a different ontological category. Then, as teachers introduce concepts such as heat and current one by one, they can help students understand how and why each concept fits into the ontological category event instead of the category substance. (Although this instructional approach seems plausible, no one has tested it empirically.) [See the earlier summary of the paper, A Time for Telling for important principles for most successfully doing this direct instruction.]
Fostering appropriate epistemological commitments. The authors conjecture that theory change will more likely occur if students’ epistemology includes at least the following components:
	An explicit understanding of the relationship between theory and evidence
	An understanding of the need for consistency among theoretical ideas and between theoretical ideas and data

An appreciation of the weakness of ad hoc changes to theories
An active fair-mindedness in theory evaluation
A willingness to change theories when warranted
The belief that science applies to the everyday world as well as to laboratory data
An understanding that science works as a continuing process of debate about evolving theories rather than as a static body of knowledge
How can one teach these components to students? One approach involves enculturation. [Stigler and Hiebart’s book, The Teaching Gap, which analyzes TIMSS video teaching data across three societies develops this point.] Discussing similar epistemological commitments in mathematics, Schoenfeld concludes:
“You don’t develop this aesthetic simply by mastering the formal procedures of the domain. You certainly don’t develop it by having it preached at you, in classic platitudes (i.e., “Mathematics helps you think.”) To put things simply, you pick it up by internalizing it, that is, by living in a culture in which the appropriate values are reflected in the everyday practices of the culture.”
[In my opinion, this point about epistemological commitment and this quote point to the heart of the disastrous situation that we have in education in our country today. We have some severe social/cultural problems, and “blaming” the schools and teachers amounts to little more than wishful thinking and scapegoating.]
In order to learn epistemological commitments appropriate to evaluating evidence and theories, students may need to participate in a community that regularly debates alternative theories, discusses responses to anomalous data, and evaluates evidence and theories. During this process of enculturation, students act like apprentices learning the craft of scientific reasoning. [Modeling instruction, actively encourages and instructs teachers to create this kind of culture.]
In order to help students understand that science involves a continuing process of theory development rather than a static body of knowledge, it may prove important to give students opportunities to explore scientific theories without requiring that they reach a predetermined conclusion. Teachers might sometimes let students develop and assess alternative theories without telling them what scientist believe, consider which of two competing theories had better support, or explore current scientific debates that remain as yet unresolved. [How many of us have done this in modeling and subsequently heard loud complaints from our students about our not telling them “the answer”? This, of course, points to the cultural issues.]
Helping students construct needed background knowledge. Before students can even begin to evaluate a theory, they need a wealth of domain-specific background knowledge. In addition to domain-specific background knowledge, domain-general background knowledge can help promote reflective theory change (including mathematics, statistics, and an understanding of experimentation). [See the previous summary of A Time for Telling for helping students construct background knowledge.]
Introducing the alternative theory
Introducing a plausible alternative theory. If the goal of instruction involves theory change, students need some kind of access to an alternative theory that includes a plausible mechanism. This access may come from the teacher, texts, computers, or other students. Might students construct the alternative theory themselves in a laboratory or a computer microworld? Empirical evidence suggests that if not given sufficient guidance, many will fail to construct the alternative theory. Why? Because constructing scientific concepts and principles occurs only with great difficulty. Both children and adults find it difficult to invent hypotheses that adequately cover a domain of data even for relatively simple domains with a narrow and explicitly stated range of possible hypotheses. In an unguided inquiry environment in which students receive no hints, many will simply fail to come up with the accepted scientific theory. However, teachers can effectively combine an inquiry approach with explicit presentation of an alternative theory. An alternative to directly telling students about the accepted theory involves providing hints by drawing their attention to relevant dimensions that they may have neglected.
Making sure that an alternative theory has high quality. Regardless of how students finally learn about the scientifically accepted alternative theory, it needs to have high quality in terms of scientific accuracy, scope, and consistency, as well as providing a better account of the data from the students’ perspective. It needs to match the range of evidence that the students know about.
Making sure that students find the alternative theory intelligible. Even though an intelligible alternative theory may not prove strictly necessary for theory change, reflective theory change certainly does require it. Students cannot rationally evaluate theories when they do not understand them. As a first approximation, one can make a theory intelligible through analogies, pictorial conceptual models, physical models, and even direct exposition. Students can refine their understanding of the theory through the process of examining a series of anomalous data. [We do this in modeling with various laboratory activities. We can also use the methods discussed in the paper, A Time for Telling.]
Introducing anomalous data
Anomalous data will more likely promote theory change when credible, unambiguous, and they have multiple lines of data.
Making anomalous data credible. Processes that may help students view data as more credible include: gathering according to accepted principles, using live demonstrations and hands-on experiences, replications, and appealing to real-world data that students already know about.
Avoiding ambiguous data. To help avoid ambiguous data, the teacher can choose perceptually obvious data. The teacher should know what particular competing theories the students hold, so that they can choose appropriate, unambiguous contradictory evidence. [Modeling instructors and researchers have formulated lists of common early conceptions (or “misconceptions”), and books such as Page Keeley’s Uncovering Student Ideas in Science formative assessment probes give teachers powerful tools for learning about students’ prior conceptions.]
Presenting multiple lines of data when necessary. Because a single experiment will often fail to convince doubters, introducing multiple lines of evidence may help. A teacher might plan in advance an entire series of experiments in order to deflect anticipated grounds for rejecting or reinterpreting the data, or they might just plan to react to particular objections raised by students regarding a single experiment.
Influencing students’ processing strategies
To influence students’ processing, the teacher should encourage deep processing. One can do this by promoting issue involvement by having students explain everyday experiences and solving everyday problems, and by requiring students to justify their reasoning when discussing competing theories for phenomena. [A skilled modeler makes heavy use of these processes.]
Instruction that uses anomalous data
The authors’ analysis supports use of a sequence of learning events such as:
	Consider a physical scenario whose outcome we do not know.
	Predict the outcome.

Construct competing theoretical explanations to support the predictions.
Observe the outcome (anomalous data).
Modify competing theoretical explanations [models], if necessary.
Evaluate competing explanations.
Reiterate the preceding steps with different data.
[Haven’t the authors pretty much outlined the modeling cycle here? People interested in this paper might also have an interest in two books related to this subject: Mistakes Were Made (but not by me), Why We Justify Foolish Beliefs, Bad Decisions, and Hurtful Acts by Carol Tavris and Elliot Aronson, 2007, and Willful Blindness, Why We Ignore the Obvious at Our Peril by Margaret Heffernan, 2011.]
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